
World-Class Cybersecurity 
Services for Healthcare

With extensive experience working with some of 
the top healthcare providers and payers, Proficio 

understands the unique challenges facing the 
healthcare industry.  Our global team of security 

experts provide 24x7 managed security services 
that utilize the most advanced threat detection 

technology to identify and investigate suspicious 
behavior, hunt for targeted attacks, and automatically 

respond to critical events.



CYBERSECURITY FOR HEALTHCARE
Proficio’s around-the-clock services are designed to protect sensitive information and reduce the risk of 

damaging attacks like ransomware.  Our high-touch service model enables us to custom-tailor cybersecurity 

programs for the unique needs of each client.  We tailor reporting and escalations and model your network 

to understand medical device behavior and employee roles to ensure that your objectives are met and your 

unique environment is completely protected. 

Operating a 24x7 SOC, building security use case analytics, and effectively managing advanced 

technologies requires a team of experts. Proficio provides you with a global team of credentialed security 

analysts that leverage advanced technology, proven methodologies and who act as a true extension of your 

in-house security team.  Our ability to accurately detect threats and provide prioritized actionable alerts, 

changes the dynamics of security operations so our clients can focus  on what really matters and not waste 

time chasing false positives.
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CYBERSECURITY EXPERTS WORKING FOR YOU

PROTECT AGAINST RANSOMWARE
Increasing ransomware attacks are 
endangering patient care, forcing HIPAA 
disclosures, and burdening providers with 
expenditures. Proficio monitors ransomware 
attack vectors, manages advanced endpoint 
software, and provides incident response 
services to reduce the risk of ransomware.

PREVENT DATA BREACHES 
Cyber criminals are motivated to steal and sell 
patient records making  IT hacking  a major 
cause of data breaches. Proficio monitors 
security events, detects threats and provides 
automated incident response services to help 
avoid data breaches.

IDENTIFY INSIDER THREATS 
Healthcare providers face higher risks 
of an employee or contractor accidently 
or maliciously disclosing data. Proficio 
monitors activity on your network to detect 
suspicious behavior, policy violations, and 
credentials abuse.

ASSURED HIPAA COMPLIANCE
Achieving HIPAA compliance and 
maintaining audit readiness requires a 
robust cybersecurity program. Proficio’s 
security monitoring and managed response 
services help our clients understand their 
security posture and address gaps in 
compliance to  pass audits.



SOC-AS-A-SERVICE 
FULLY MANAGED CLOUD-BASED SIEM AND SOC
Proficio collects security logs, detects indicators of attack or compromise, and provides 
actionable alerts, remediation guidance, and incident response services

CO-MANAGED/HYBRID SOC-AS-A-SERVICE
SOC SERVICES TO MAXIMIZE SIEM INVESTMENT
Proficio co-manages client’s SIEM and provides advanced content and SOC services

 □ 24/7 security monitoring and alerting

 □ Expert investigation and hunting

 □ Advanced use case analytics

 □ Threat Intelligence

 □ Automated response

 □ Web portal, with customized 

dashboards, reports and escalations

 □ Cloud-based log retention

 □ 24/7 or after-hours security monitoring 

and alerting

 □ Expert investigation and hunting

 □ Advanced use case analytics

 □ Threat Intelligence

 □ Automated response

 □ Customized dashboards, reports and 

escalations

 □ Expert On-Call

 □ SIEM Agnostic

 □ Supports industry leading SIEMs such 

as Splunk and ArcSight

STRATEGIC SERVICES
INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC NEEDS
Add-ons to custom-tailor Proficio’s SOC-as-a-Service solutions and improve  

cybersecurity posture

 □ Automated Incident Response

 □ IR orchestration

 □ IR Retainer Services

 □ Compliance Audit Preparation 

 □ Compliance Solutions 

HIPAA, PCI DSS,  

Sarbanes Oxley, GDPR

 □ Security Device Management

 □ Security Device Monitoring

 □ Vulnerability Assessments

 □ Vulnerability Scanning 

 □ Penetration Testing

 □ Cybersecurity Consulting

 □ Application Security Testing

PROFICIO’S SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE



MORE ACCURATE 
RELEVANT ALERTS
Advanced use case analytics, 

threat intelligence, business context 

modeling, and deeper investigations 

result in more accurate alerts of 

indicators of attack or compromise.

FLEXIBLE SERVICE 
DELIVERY

Choice of cloud-based or co-

managed SOC-as-a-Service models 

for industry leading SIEMs including 

ArcSight and Splunk, and managed 

services for next-generation endpoint 

software and firewalls.

ENDPOINT TO 
THE CLOUD 

Out-of-the-box support for more 

log sources, including applications 

and data in the cloud, enables 

comprehensive security monitoring.

UNRIVALED CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 

“White Glove Service” with dedicated 

technical and customer success teams 

results in highly satisfied customers with 

industry leading retention rates.

INCIDENT RESPONSE 
AUTOMATION

Industry leading solutions for automating 

response to high-fidelity threats to the 

perimeter, users, or endpoints to more 

effectively contain threats and reduce 

the risk of a security breach.

HIPAA INSIGHT 
SERVICES

We partner with our clients to maintain 

HIPAA compliance by monitoring assets, 

providing personalized HIPAA reports, 

holding ongoing meetings, assigning 

action items and tracking statuses- along 

with a full paper trail to ensure we meet 

HHS Audit Protocol.

EXPERIENCE THE PROFICIO ADVANTAGE

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT
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“While our internal staff is excellent quality, they only have 
so many hours in a day to get work done. Proficio backfills 
that admirably, and allows us to focus on what we do best, 
while Proficio focuses on what they do best, and together 
we make a much stronger partnership.”

— CISO and VP of Infrastructure & Networking | Catholic Health

IMPACT OF PROFICIO’S SERVICES
ROI - 402% | Cost Savings $1.2 Million | Payback <3 Months
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